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PART II.  REPORTING AND RESPONDING TO PATIENT SAFETY PROBLEMS

Chapter 4. Incident Reporting

Chapter 5. Root Cause Analysis
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Background

Errors in medical care are discovered through a variety of mechanisms. Historically,
medical errors were revealed retrospectively through morbidity and mortality committees and
malpractice claims data. Prominent studies of medical error have used retrospective chart review
to quantify adverse event rates.1,2 While collection of data in this manner yields important
epidemiologic information, it is costly and provides little insight into potential error reduction
strategies. Moreover, chart review only detects documented adverse events and often does not
capture information regarding their causes. Important errors that produce no injury may go
completely undetected by this method.3-6

Computerized surveillance may also play a role in uncovering certain types of errors. For
instance, medication errors may be discovered through a search for naloxone orders for
hospitalized patients, as they presumably reflect the need to reverse overdose of prescribed
narcotics.7,8 Several studies have demonstrated success with computerized identification of
adverse drug events.9-11

Complex, high-risk industries outside of health care, including aviation, nuclear power,
petrochemical processing, steel production, and military operations, have successfully developed
incident reporting systems for serious accidents and important “near misses.”6 Incident reporting
systems cannot provide accurate epidemiologic data, as the reported incidents likely
underestimate the numerator, and the denominator (all opportunities for incidents) remains
unknown.

Given the limited availability of sophisticated clinical computer systems and the
tremendous resources required to conduct comprehensive chart reviews, incident reporting
systems remain an important and relatively inexpensive means of capturing data on errors and
adverse events in medicine. Few rigorous studies have analyzed the benefits of incident
reporting. This chapter reviews only the literature evaluating the various systems and techniques
for collecting error data in this manner, rather than the benefit of the practice itself. This decision
reflects our acknowledgment that incident reporting has clearly played a beneficial role in other
high-risk industries.6 The decision also stems from our recognition that a measurable impact of
incident reporting on clinical outcomes is unlikely because there is no standard practice by which
institutions handle these reports.

Practice Description

Flanagan first described the critical incident technique in 1954 to examine military
aircraft training accidents.12 Critical incident reporting involves the identification of preventable
incidents (ie, occurrences that could have led, or did lead, to an undesirable outcome13) reported
by personnel directly involved in the process in question at the time of discovery of the event.
The goal of critical incident monitoring is not to gather epidemiologic data per se, but rather to
gather qualitative data. Nonetheless, if a pattern of errors seems to emerge, prospective studies
can be undertaken to test epidemiologic hypotheses.14
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Incident reports may target events in any or all of 3 basic categories: adverse events, “no
harm events,” and “near misses.” For example, anaphylaxis to penicillin clearly represents an
adverse event. Intercepting the medication order prior to administration would constitute a near
miss. By contrast, if a patient with a documented history of anaphylaxis to penicillin received a
penicillin-like antibiotic (eg, a cephalosporin) but happened not to experience an allergic
reaction, it would constitute a no harm event, not a near miss. In other words, when an error does
not result in an adverse event for a patient, because the error was “caught,” it is a near miss; if
the absence of injury is owed to chance it is a no harm event. Broadening the targets of incident
reporting to include no harm events and near misses offers several advantages. These events
occur 3 to 300 times more often than adverse events,5,6 they are less likely to provoke guilt or
other psychological barriers to reporting,6 and they involve little medico-legal risk.14 In addition,
hindsight bias15 is less likely to affect investigations of no harm events and near misses.6,14

Barach and Small describe the characteristics of incident reporting systems in non-
medical industries.6 Established systems share the following characteristics:

•  they focus on near misses
•  they provide incentives for voluntary reporting;
•  they ensure confidentiality; and
•  they emphasize systems approaches to error analysis.

The majority of these systems were mandated by Federal regulation, and provide for
voluntary reporting. All of the systems encourage narrative description of the event. Reporting is
promoted by providing incentives including:

•  immunity;
•  confidentiality;
•  outsourcing of report collation;
•  rapid feedback to all involved and interested parties; and
•  sustained leadership support.6

Incident reporting in medicine takes many forms. Since 1975, the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has mandated reporting of major blood transfusion reactions, focusing on
preventable deaths and serious injuries.16 Although the critical incident technique found some
early applications in medicine,17,18 its current use is largely attributable to Cooper’s introduction
of incident reporting to anesthesia in 1978,19 conducting retrospective interviews with
anesthesiologists about preventable incidents or errors that occurred while patients were under
their care. Recently, near miss and adverse event reporting systems have proliferated in single
institution settings (such as in intensive care units (ICUs)20,21), regional settings (such as the New
York State transfusion system22), and for national surveillance (eg, the National Nosocomial
Infections Surveillance System administered by the Federal Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.)23

All of the above examples focus on types of events (transfusion events or nosocomial
infections) or areas of practice (ICUs). Incident reporting in hospitals cuts a wider swath,
capturing errors and departures from expected procedures or outcomes (Table 4.1). However,
because risk management departments tend to oversee incident reporting systems in some
capacity, these systems more often focus on incident outcomes, not categories. Few data describe
the operation of these institution-specific systems, but underreporting appears endemic.24
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In 1995, hospital-based surveillance was mandated by the Joint Commission on the
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO)26 because of a perception that incidents
resulting in harm were occurring frequently.28 JCAHO employs the term sentinel event in lieu of
critical incident, and defines it as follows:

An unexpected occurrence involving death or serious physical or psychological
injury, or the risk thereof. Serious injury specifically includes loss of limb or
function. The phrase “or the risk thereof” includes any process variation for
which a recurrence would carry a significant chance of a serious adverse
outcome.26

As one component of its Sentinel Event Policy, JCAHO created a Sentinel Event
Database. The JCAHO database accepts voluntary reports of sentinel events from member
institutions, patients and families, and the press.26 The particulars of the reporting process are left
to the member health care organizations. JCAHO also mandates that accredited hospitals
perform root cause analysis (see Chapter 5) of important sentinel events. Data on sentinel events
are collated, analyzed, and shared through a website,29 an online publication,30 and its newsletter
Sentinel Event Perspectives.31

Another example of a national incident reporting system is the Australian Incident
Monitoring Study (AIMS), under the auspices of the Australian Patient Safety Foundation.13

Investigators created an anonymous and voluntary near miss and adverse event reporting system
for anesthetists in Australia. Ninety participating hospitals and practices named on-site
coordinators. The AIMS group developed a form that was distributed to participants. The form
contained instructions, definitions, space for narrative of the event, and structured sections to
record the anesthesia and procedure, demographics about the patient and anesthetist, and what,
when, why, where, and how the event occurred. The results of the first 2000 reports were
published together, following a special symposium.32

The experiences of the JCAHO Sentinel Event Database and the Australian Incident
Monitoring Study are explored further below.

Prevalence and Severity of the Target Safety Problem

The true prevalence of events appropriate for incident reporting is impossible to estimate with
any accuracy, as it includes actual adverse events as well as near misses and no harm events. The
Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS), a national reporting system for near misses in the
airline industry,33,34 currently processes approximately 30,000 reports annually,35 exceeding
by many orders of magnitude the total number of airline accidents each year.34 The number of
reports submitted to a comparable system in health care would presumably number in the
millions if all adverse events, no harm events, and near misses were captured.

By contrast, over 6 years of operation, the JCAHO Sentinel Event Database has captured
only 1152 events, 62% of which occurred in general hospitals. Two-thirds of the events were
self-reported by institutions, with the remainder coming from patient complaints, media stories
and other sources.29 These statistics are clearly affected by underreporting and consist primarily
of serious adverse events (76% of events reported resulted in patient deaths), not near misses. As
discussed in the chapter on wrong-site surgeries (Subchapter 43.2), comparing JCAHO reports
with data from the mandatory incident reporting system maintained by the New York State
Department of Health36 suggests that the JCAHO statistics underestimate the true incidence of
target events by at least a factor of 20.
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Opportunities for Impact

Most hospitals’ incident reporting systems fail to capture the majority of errors and near
misses.24 Studies of medical services suggest that only 1.5% of all adverse events result in an
incident report37 and only 6% of adverse drug events are identified through traditional incident
reporting or a telephone hotline.24 The American College of Surgeons estimates that incident
reports generally capture only 5-30% of adverse events.38 A study of a general surgery service
showed that only 20% of complications on a surgical service ever resulted in discussion at
Morbidity and Mortality rounds.39 Given the endemic underreporting revealed in the literature,
modifications to the configuration and operation of the typical hospital reporting system could
yield higher capture rates of relevant clinical data.

Study Designs

We analyzed 5 studies that evaluated different methods of critical incident reporting.
Two studies prospectively investigated incident reporting compared with observational data
collection24,39 and one utilized retrospective chart review.37 Two additional studies looked at
enhanced incident reporting by active solicitation of physician input compared with background
hospital quality assurance (QA) measures.40,41 In addition, we reviewed JCAHO’s report of its
Sentinel Event Database, and the Australian Incident Monitoring Study, both because of the
large sizes and the high profiles of the studies.13,26 Additional reports of critical incident
reporting systems in the medical literature consist primarily of uncontrolled observational
trials42-44 that are not reviewed in this chapter.

Study Outcomes

In general, published studies of incident reporting do not seek to establish the benefit of
incident reporting as a patient safety practice. Their principal goal is to determine if incident
reporting, as it is practiced, captures the relevant events.40 In fact, no studies have established the
value of incident reporting on patient safety outcomes.

The large JCAHO and Australian databases provide data about reporting rates, and an
array of quantitative and qualitative information about the reported incidents, including the
identity of the reporter, time of report, severity and type of error.13,26 Clearly these do not
represent clinical outcomes, but they may be reasonable surrogates for the organizational focus
on patient safety. For instance, increased incident reporting rates may not be indicative of an
unsafe organization,45 but may reflect a shift in organizational culture to increased acceptance of
quality improvement and other organizational changes.3,5

None of the studies reviewed captured outcomes such as morbidity or error rates. The
AIMS group published an entire symposium which reported the quantitative and qualitative data
regarding 2000 critical incidents in anesthesia.13 However, only a small portion of these
incidents were prospectively evaluated.14 None of the studies reviewed for this chapter
performed formal root cause analyses on reported errors (Chapter 5).

Evidence for Effectiveness of the Practice

As described above, 6 years of JCAHO sentinel event data have captured merely 1152
events, none of which include near misses.29 Despite collecting what is likely to represent only a
fraction of the target events, JCAHO has compiled the events, reviewed the root cause analyses
and provided recommendations for procedures to improve patient safety for events ranging from
wrong-site surgeries to infusion pump-related adverse events (Table 4.2). This information may
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prove to be particularly useful in the case of rare events such as wrong-site surgery, where
national collection of incidents can yield a more statistically useful sample size.

The first 2000 incident reports to AIMS from 90 member institutions were published in
1993.13 In contrast to the JCAHO data, all events were self-reported by anesthetists and only 2%
of events reported resulted in patient deaths. A full 44% of events had negligible effect on
patient outcome. Ninety percent of reports had identified systems failures, and 79% had
identified human failures. The AIMS data were similar to those of Cooper19 in terms of percent
of incidents with reported human failures, timing of events with regard to phase of anesthesia,
and type of events (breathing circuit misconnections were between 2% and 3% in both
studies).13,19 The AIMS data are also similar to American “closed-claims” data in terms of
pattern, nature and proportion of the total number of reports for several types of adverse events,13

which lends further credibility to the reports.
The AIMS data, although also likely to be affected by underreporting because of its

voluntary nature, clearly captures a higher proportion of critical incidents than the JCAHO
Sentinel Event Database. Despite coming from only 90 participating sites, AIMS received more
reports over a similar time frame than the JCAHO did from the several thousand accredited
United States hospitals. This disparity may be explained by the fact that AIMS institutions were
self-selected, and that the culture of anesthesia is more attuned to patient safety concerns.47

The poor capture rate of incident reporting systems in American hospitals has not gone
unnoticed. Cullen et al24 prospectively investigated usual hospital incident reporting compared to
observational data collection for adverse drug events (ADE logs, daily solicitation from hospital
personnel, and chart review) in 5 patient care units of a tertiary care hospital. Only 6% of ADEs
were identified and only 8% of serious ADEs were reported. These findings are similar to those
in the pharmacy literature,48,49 and are attributed to cultural and environmental factors. A similar
study on a general surgical service found that 40% of patients suffered complications.39 While
chart documentation was excellent (94%), only 20% of complications were discussed at
Morbidity and Mortality rounds.

Active solicitation of physician reporting has been suggested as a way to improve
adverse event and near miss detection rates. Weingart et al41 employed direct physician
interviews supplemented by email reminders to increase detection of adverse events in a tertiary
care hospital. The physicians reported an entirely unique set of adverse events compared with
those captured by the hospital incident reporting system. Of 168 events, only one was reported
by both methods. O’Neil et al37 used e-mail to elicit adverse events from housestaff and
compared these with those found on retrospective chart review. Of 174 events identified, 41
were detected by both methods. The house officers appeared to capture preventable adverse
events at a higher rate (62.5% v. 32%, p=0.003). In addition, the hospital’s risk management
system detected only 4 of 174 adverse events. Welsh et al40 employed prompting of house
officers at morning report to augment hospital incident reporting systems. There was overlap in
reporting in only 2.6% of 341 adverse events that occurred during the study. In addition,
although the number of events house officers reported increased with daily prompting, the
quantity rapidly decreased when prompting ceased. In summary, there is evidence that active
solicitation of critical incident reports by physicians can augment existing databases, identifying
incidents not detected through other means, although the response may not be durable.37,40,41

Potential for Harm

Users may view reporting systems with skepticism, particularly the system’s ability to
maintain confidentiality and shield participants from legal exposure.28 In many states, critical
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incident reporting and analysis count as peer review activities and are protected from legal
discovery.28,50 However, other states offer little or no protection, and reporting events to external
agencies (eg, to JCAHO) may obliterate the few protections that do exist. In recognition of this
problem, JCAHO’s Terms of Agreement with hospitals now includes a provision identifying
JCAHO as a participant in each hospital’s quality improvement process.28

Costs and Implementation

Few estimates of costs have been reported in the literature. In general, authors remarked
that incident reporting was far less expensive than retrospective review. One single center study
estimated that physician reporting was less costly ($15,000) than retrospective record review
($54,000) over a 4-month period.37 A survey of administrators of reporting systems from non-
medical industries reported a consensus that costs were far offset by the potential benefits.6

Comment

The wide variation in reporting of incidents may have more to do with reporting
incentives and local culture than with the quality of medicine practiced there.24 When institutions
prioritize incident reporting among medical staff and trainees, however, the incident reporting
systems seem to capture a distinct set of events from those captured by chart review and
traditional risk management40,41 and events captured in this manner may be more preventable.37

The addition of anonymous or non-punitive systems is likely to increase the rates of
incident reporting and detection.51 Other investigators have also noted increases in reporting
when new systems are implemented and a culture conducive to reporting is maintained.40,52

Several studies suggest that direct solicitation of physicians results in reports that are more likely
to be distinct, preventable, and more severe than those obtained by other means.8,37,41

The nature of incident reporting, replete with hindsight bias, lost information, and lost
contextual clues makes it unlikely that robust data will ever link it directly with improved
outcomes. Nonetheless, incident reporting appears to be growing in importance in medicine. The
Institute of Medicine report, To Err is Human,53

 has prompted calls for mandatory reporting of
medical errors to continue in the United States.54-57 England’s National Health Service plans to
launch a national incident reporting system as well, which has raised concerns similar to those
voiced in the American medical community.58 While the literature to date does not permit an
evidence-based resolution of the debate over mandatory versus voluntary incident reporting, it is
clear that incident reporting represents just one of several potential sources of information about
patient safety and that these sources should be regarded as complementary. In other industries
incident reporting has succeeded when it is mandated by regulatory agencies or is anonymous
and voluntary on the part of reporters, and when it provides incentives and feedback to
reporters.6 The ability of health care organizations to replicate the successes of other industries in
their use of incident reporting systems6 will undoubtedly depend in large part on the uses to
which they put these data. Specifically, success or failure may depend on whether health care
organizations use the data to fuel institutional quality improvement rather than to generate
individual performance evaluations.
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Table 4.1.  Examples of events reported to hospital incident reporting systems25-27

Adverse Outcomes Procedural Breakdowns Catastrophic Events

• Unexpected death or
disability

• Inpatient falls or
“mishaps”

• Institutionally-acquired
burns

• Institutionally-acquired
pressure sores

• Errors or unexpected
complications related to the
administration of drugs or
transfusion

• Discharges against medical
advice (“AMA”)

• Significant delays in
diagnosis or diagnostic
testing

• Breach of confidentiality

• Performance of a procedure on the
wrong body part (“wrong-site
surgery”)

• Performance of a procedure on the
wrong patient

• Infant abduction or discharge to
wrong family

• Rape of a hospitalized patient

• Suicide of a hospitalized patient

Table 4.2.  Sentinel event alerts published by JCAHO following analysis of incident
reports46

•  Medication Error Prevention – Potassium Chloride

•  Lessons Learned: Wrong Site Surgery

•  Inpatient Suicides: Recommendations for Prevention

•  Preventing Restraint Deaths

•  Infant Abductions: Preventing Future Occurrences

•  High-Alert Medications and Patient Safety

•  Operative and Postoperative Complications: Lessons for the Future

•  Fatal Falls: Lessons for the Future

•  Infusion Pumps: Preventing Future Adverse Events

•  Lessons Learned: Fires in the Home Care Setting

•  Kernicterus Threatens Healthy Newborns
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